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The Awards…

Award Categories
- Best Overall Video
- Best Acting
- Best Music/Soundtrack
- Funniest/Most Humorous
- Best Production Values
- Best Special Effects
- Best Project Concept

Award Voting URL
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Administrivia

- Use handbrake to compress your video
  - some videos I took from 1.5GB to 80MB & many from 250MB to 40MB
- Some Low-fi Prototyping Tools
  - Sneakpeekit – printable grids for sketching prototypes
  - PDFl – turns your paper low-fi into low-fi prototype on phone
- Workshops
  - Figma/Sketch (10/23, 6-7:30 pm @ 380-380X)
  - Useful for med-fi prototype, out 10/24
  - Webdev & React Native (10/29, 7pm @ TBD)
  - Useful for web sites & hi-fi prototype, out 11/7
- Studio Feedback
Team Break

- Plan ahead – med-fi prototype, hi-fi prototype, midterm
- Questions on lo-fi prototype assignment or website?
- TA’s will walk around and check in on teams

Next Time

- Designing the Future: Early & Future Visions of Human-Computer Interaction
- Special guest: Prof. Ge Wang (Music) on Artful Design
  - should have read
    - Prelude from Artful Design by Ge Wang
    - Browse Artful Design website
  - Read
    - As We May Think by Vannevar Bush
    - Tools For Thought ch.9 (Engelbart demo)
    - Listen to: Of Mice and Men (99% Invisible podcast)
- Studio on Friday
  - present low-fi prototyping/user study results – key things learned
  - work on sketching out new designs